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Yo, where we goin'? 

Come on. Let's go, uh, to the floor. 

Just dance with me, Just ...(inaudible)

Verse 1
=-=-=-=-=
Guess there comes a time when you

need to let it go for sure.

The stress don't leave nobody alone;

that's why you see so many on the floor.

But it gets better by the minute, you feel it,

like it's medicine for your soul.

Feelings taking over this time.

Yes! tonight it seems to naturally flow.

'cause tonight.

Chorus/Hook
=-=-=-=-=-

If you want you could let it go,

Tonight we'll have a good time

Was I wrong when you peeped your eye?

Must've been a full moon outside.

Cause you smile when you know it's right

Bet you get what you want tonight!

Oh Girl, Oh Girl!
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Verse 2
=-=-=-=-=

That's why I like to take this chance

Just to show you how I feel tonight.

Baby from over there you look so good;

Girl, from right here you feeling just right!

Oh so fluid girl; the way you twist your body.

I can't be mad at you, I'm serious.

The way I control you; Can imaginin' just crushing.

and I ain't even touched you. I'm working on it tonight!

Chorus/Hook
=-=-=-=-=-

If you want you could let it go,

Tonight we'll have a good time

Was I wrong when you peeped your eye?

Must've been a full moon outside.

Cause you smile when you know it's right

Bet you get what you want tonight!

Oh Girl! Oh Girl!

Bridge
=-=-=-=

Girl, come get what you want.

I bet you'll get what you want.
Hey!

Girl, come get what you want.

I bet you'll get exactly what you want.

Oh girl!



Repeat Chorus

(Last adlib)

Wonder what is on your mind.

Oh, Baby! Tonight...
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